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Abstract 

Solar energy systems have emerged as a viable source of 

renewable energy over the past two or three decades, and are 

now widely used for a variety of industrial and domestic 

applications. Such systems are based on a solar collector, 

designed to collect the sun’s energy and to convert it into 

either electrical power or thermal energy. In general, the 

power developed in such applications depends fundamentally 

upon the amount of solar energy captured by the collector, and 

thus the problem of developing tracking schemes capable of 

following the trajectory of the sun throughout the course of 

the day on a year round basis has received significant 

coverage in this project. A solar tracker is a device that orients 

a payload toward the sun. Payloads are usually solar panels. 

This increases the amount of energy produced from a fixed 

amount of installed power generating capacity. So for 

effective generation of power solar trackers are required. Now 

a day’s automatic solar tracker are available but these are 

expensive for the farmers, so we use mechanical solar 

tracking with dual axis. In this paper, the tracking system is 

obtained by the mechanical ways and by gearing system to 

track the pane land the effective power obtainable can be used 

for pumping system of water and other purpose in agriculture 

field. 

Keywords: solar energy, solar tracking system, pumping 

system of water, agriculture field. 

 

Introduction 
The green energy also called the regeneration energy, has 

gained much attention nowadays. Green energy can be 

recycled, much like solar energy, water power, wind power, 

biomass energy, terrestrial heat, temperature difference of sea, 

sea waves, morning and evening tides, etc. Among these, solar 

energy is the most powerful resource that can be used to 

generate power. So far the efficiency of generating power 

from solar energy is relatively low. Thus, increasing the 

efficiency of generating power of solar energy is very 

important. In the past, solar cells have been hooked with fixed 

elevating angles. They do not track the sun and therefore, the 

efficiency of power generation is low. For example, the 

elevating angle of a solar cell for the largest volume of 

illumination in daytime is 23030`` in southern Taiwan. Since 

the fixed-type solar panel cannot obtain the optional solar 

energy, the transformation efficiency solar energy is limited. 

Many scholars have proposed different methods for tracking 

the sun. many different light source sensors, light intensity 

sensors, intelligent vision techniques equipment were applied 

to compute the absorbed time of the sun radiation in everyday 

for measuring the volume of solar energy. So far the majority 

of solar cell panels worldwide are hooked with fixed angles. 

Thus, it is clear that the method of tracking the sun is a 

technique worthy of being develosped. In this paper, the main 

goal is to design and implement a solar tracking control 

system using dual axis by gears. From the experimental 

results, the proposed tracking system is verified more 

efficiently in generating energy than the fixed system. [1]. 

The solar cell is composed of the semiconductors of p-n 

junctions. It can convert light into electric energy. Therefore 

we can assume that electricity produced using sunlight 

shinning on the solar cell can be used like common electricity. 

 
Figure 1: Photo Voltaic Effect 

 

The photovoltaic effect is closely related to the photoelectric 

effect. In either case, light is absorbed, causing excitation of 

an electron or other charge carrier to a higher-energy state. 

The main distinction is that the term photoelectric effect is 

now usually used when the electron is ejected out of the 

material (usually into a vacuum) and photovoltaic effect used 

when the excited charge carrier is still contained within the 

material. In either case, an electric potential (or voltage) is 

produced by the separation of charges, and the light has to 

have a sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier for 

excitation. The physical essence of the difference is usually 

that photoelectric emission separates the charges by ballistic 

conduction and photovoltaic emission separates them by 

diffusion, but some "hot carrier" photovoltaic device concepts 

blur even this line of distinction.[2]. 
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Objective of Paper 

While solar panels are an effective means of collecting 

energy, their efficiency at doing so is directly related to their 

angle with the sun. Because PV cells get the most energy from 

facing the sun, a stationary solar panel collects less sunlight 

one that follows the sun across the sky. The problem that this 

project addresses is the inefficiency associated with fixed 

solar panels. Panels that do not track the sun across the sky. 

Two axes, as well as single axis solar panels allow for a better 

output from the PV cells, but they can be very expensive and 

require a lot of maintenance. This solar energy is utilized by 

farmers in agriculture to pump the water to the fields. 

 

Components of Solar Tracking System 

 

Solar panel  

A photovoltaic (PV) module is a packaged, connect assembly 

of typically 6x10 photovoltaic solar cells. Photovoltaic 

modules constitute the photovoltaic array of a photovoltaic 

system that generates and supplies solar electricity in 

commercial and residential applications. 

 

Gears  
A gear is a rotating machine part having cut teeth, or cogs, 

which mesh with another toothed part to transmit torque. 

Geared devices can change the speed, torque, and direction of 

a power source. Gears almost always produce a change in 

torque, creating a mechanical advantage, through their gear 

ratio, and thus may be considered a simple machine. The teeth 

on the two meshing gears all have the same shape. Two or 

more meshing gears, working in a sequence, are called a gear 

train or a transmission. A gear can mesh with a linear toothed 

part, called a rack, thereby producing translation instead of 

rotation.  

Types of Gears 

There are many types of gears such as spur gears, helical 

gears, bevel gears, worm gears, gear rack, etc. These can be 

broadly classified by looking at the positions of axes such as 

parallel shafts, intersecting shafts and non-intersecting shafts. 

 
Figure 2: Types of Gears 

 

Pump  
A pump is a device that moves fluids (liquids or gases), or 

sometimes slurries, by mechanical action. Pumps can be 

classified into three major groups according to the method 

they use to move the fluid: direct lift, displacement, and 

gravity pumps. Pumps operate by some mechanism (typically 

reciprocating or rotary), and consume energy to perform 

mechanical work by moving the fluid. Pumps operate via 

many energy sources, including manual operation, electricity, 

engines, or wind power, come in many sizes, from 

microscopic for use in medical applications to large industrial 

pumps. 

 
Figure 3: Pump 

 

Battery  

An electric battery is a device consisting of one or more 

electrochemical cells with external connections provided to 

power electrical devices such as flashlights, smart phones, and 

electric cars. When a battery is supplying electric power, its 

positive terminal is the cathode and its negative terminal is the 

anode. The terminal marked negative is the source of 

electrons that when connected to an external circuit will flow 

and deliver energy to an external device. When a battery is 

connected to an external circuit, electrolytes are able to move 

as ions within, allowing the chemical reactions to be 

completed at the separate terminals and so deliver energy to 

the external circuit. It is the movement of those ions within 

the battery which allows current to flow out of the battery to 

perform work. Historically the term "battery" specifically 

referred to a device composed of multiple cells, however the 

usage has evolved additionally to include devices composed 

of a single cell. 

 
Figure 4: Battery 

 

Switch  

In electrical engineering, a switch is an electrical component 

that can "make" or "break" an electrical circuit, interrupting 

the current or diverting it from one conductor to another. The 

mechanism of a switch removes or restores the conducting 

path in a circuit when it is operated. It may be operated 

manually, for example, a light switch or a keyboard button, 

may be operated by a moving object such as a door, or may be 

operated by some sensing element for pressure, temperature or 

flow. A switch will have one or more sets of contacts, which 

may operate simultaneously, sequentially, or alternately. 

Switches in high-powered circuits must operate rapidly to 

prevent destructive arcing, and may include special features to 

assist in rapidly interrupting a heavy current. Multiple forms 

of actuators are used for operation by hand or to sense 

position, level, temperature or flow. Special types are used, 

for example, for control of machinery, to reverse electric 

motors, or to sense liquid level. Many specialized forms exist. 

A common use is control of lighting, where multiple switches 

may be wired into one circuit to allow convenient control of 

light fixtures. 

 

Multi-meter  
A multi-meter is a combination of a multi range DC 

voltmeter, multi range AC voltmeter, multi range ammeter, 

and multi range ohmmeter. An un-amplified analog multi-
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meter combines a meter movement, range resistors and 

switches; VTVMs are amplified analog meters and contain 

active circuitry. For an analog meter movement, DC voltage is 

measured with a series resistor connected between the meter 

movement and the circuit under test. A switch (usually rotary) 

allows greater resistance to be inserted in series with the meter 

movement to read higher voltages. The product of the basic 

full-scale deflection current of the movement, and the sum of 

the series resistance and the movement's own resistance, gives 

the full-scale voltage of the range. As an example, a meter 

movement that required 1 milli-ampere for full scale 

deflection, with an internal resistance of 500 ohms, would, on 

a 10-volt range of the multi-meter, have 9,500 ohms of series 

resistance. For analog current ranges, matched low-resistance 

shunts are connected in parallel with the meter movement to 

divert most of the current around the coil. Again for the case 

of a hypothetical 1 mA, 500 ohm movement on a 1 ampere 

range, the shunt resistance would be just over 0.5 ohms. 

Moving coil instruments can respond only to the average 

value of the current through them. To measure alternating 

current, which changes up and down repeatedly, a rectifier is 

inserted in the circuit so that each negative half cycle is 

inverted; the result is a varying and non-zero DC voltage 

whose maximum value will be half the AC peak to peak 

voltage, assuming a symmetrical waveform. Since the 

rectified average value and the root-mean-square value of a 

waveform are only the same for a square wave, simple 

rectifier-type circuits can only be calibrated for sinusoidal 

waveforms. Other wave shapes require a different calibration 

factor to relate RMS and average value. This type of circuit 

usually has fairly limited frequency range. Since practical 

rectifiers have non-zero voltage drop, accuracy and sensitivity 

is poor at low AC voltage values. 

 
Figure 5: Multimeter 

 

Air lock removal  
Since we are using a water motor, air lock can be possible so 

to neglect this we have to shake the motor until the water has 

to be pumped. 

 

Design of Solar Tracker 

Initial Conceptual Design 

During the last semester, a final conceptual design primarily 

using two photo resistors, accelerometer, microcontroller, DC 

motor, user interface (for angle input), and platform with solar 

panel would be sufficient to meet all of the design 

requirements and specifications. The final conceptual design 

can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 as below. 

 
Figure 6: Detailed Design of the Platform Frame 

 

Requirements and Specifications 

 Timing - The platform must be able to pivot to the 

point with the most solar intensity, from any 

position, in less than 60 seconds. 

 If the solar panel doesn’t detect a certain threshold of 

light intensity (at least enough to produce 25% of the 

solar panels max output) it must enter power saving 

mode. 

 Power – The control circuitry must be able to 

consume less than 25% of the onboard battery during 

time of low light (during power saving mode) during 

a full day. 

 The control system should continuously check the 

position of the sun so that the panel is always 

perpendicular to the sun in order to receive the 

maximum amount of light. 

Given Parameters 

 The platform frame and circuitry should weigh less 

than 20lbs, not including the solar panel itself. 

 Single Axis Solar Tracker – Must have a rotational 

axis between 20 degrees and 160 degrees from the 

panel platform. 

 Energy source – all components must be able to run 

off of a single 12Volt battery. 

 

Safety, Environmental, Economic & Other considerations 

 The circuitry must also be able to with rainy 

conditions. 

 Controlling the panel on a dual axis rotation instead 

of just one that is mainly considered. 

 A conditional goal, if time permits if, of the project is 

to send the status (solar panel output, current 

platform position, and controller power 

consumption) of the system to a remote device. 

 

Frame Assembly 

Mild steel rods are used to frame a design for manual solar 

tacking and welding operations are used to join the 

connections. 
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Final Prototype Design 

The final design varied very little from the initial design 

concept. The control system included, these were interfaced 

with the solar panel and frame structure using a speed 

reducing gear and pulley. Image of the final design can be 

seen in below. 

 
Figure 7: Complete Prototype design of Solar Tracker 

 

Power Supply Design 

 
Figure 8: Circuit for Solar power supply 

 

To pump the water from the water motor, we must need a 

connection to get power to the particular water pump. Based 

on this, the connections are made from the solar panel to the 

battery connections were made and there at the battery there is 

a two connections one connection from solar panel and anther 

form switch. In this switch is used to pass the power to the 

water pump by switching 0N/OFF. 

 

Power from Solar Panel 

Solar panels, also known as modules, contain photovoltaic 

cells made from silicon that transform incoming sunlight into 

electricity rather than heat. Solar photovoltaic cells consist of 

a positive and a negative film of silicon placed under a thin 

slice of glass. As the photons of the sunlight beat down upon 

these cells, they knock the electrons off the silicon. 

The negatively-charged free electrons are preferentially 

attracted to one side of the silicon cell, which creates an 

electric voltage that can be collected and channeled. This 

current is gathered by wiring the individual solar panels 

together in series to form a solar photovoltaic array. 

Depending on the size of the installation, multiple strings of 

solar photovoltaic array cables terminate in one electrical box, 

called a fused array combiner. Contained within the combiner 

box are fuses designed to protect the individual module 

cables, as well as the connections that deliver power to the 

battery. The electricity produced from this is used to store the 

energy in battery. 

 

 

Diode  
A diode is a two electronic component that conducts current 

primarily in one direction. It has low resistance in one 

direction, and high resistance in the other. A semiconductor 

diode, the most common type today, is a crystalline piece of 

semiconductor material with a p–n junction connected to two 

electrical terminals. The most common function of a diode is 

to allow an electric current to pass in one direction (called the 

diode's forward direction), while blocking it in the opposite 

direction (the reverse direction). As such, the diode can be 

viewed as an electronic version of a check valve. This 

unidirectional behavior is called rectification, and is used to 

convert alternating current (AC) to direct current (DC). Forms 

of rectifiers, diodes can be used for such tasks as extracting 

modulation from radio signals in radio receivers. 

 
Figure 9: Diode 

 

Charging and Discharging of Battery 

During charging, the positive active material is oxidized, 

producing electrons, and the negative material is reduced, 

consuming electrons. These electrons constitute the current 

flow in the external circuit. The electrolyte may serve as a 

simple buffer for internal ion flow between the electrodes, as 

in lithium-ion and nickel-cadmium cells, or it may be an 

active participant in the electrochemical reaction, as in lead-

acid cells. 

The energy used to charge rechargeable batteries usually 

comes from a battery charger using AC mains electricity, 

although some are equipped to use a vehicle's 12-volt DC 

power outlet. The voltage of the source must be higher than 

that of the battery to force current to flow into it, but not too 

much higher or the battery may be damaged. Chargers take 

from a few minutes to several hours to charge a battery. Slow 

"dumb" chargers without voltage or temperature-sensing 

capabilities will charge at a low rate, typically taking 14 hours 

or more to reach a full charge. Rapid chargers can typically 

charge cells in two to five hours, depending on the model, 

with the fastest taking as little as fifteen minutes. Fast 

chargers must have multiple ways of detecting when a cell 

reaches full charge (change in terminal voltage, temperature, 

etc.) to stop charging before harmful overcharging or 

overheating occurs. The fastest chargers often incorporate 

cooling fans to keep the cells from overheating. Battery packs 

intended for rapid charging may include a temperature sensor 

that the charger uses to protect the pack; the sensor will have 

one or more additional electrical contacts. Different battery 

chemistries require different charging schemes. For example, 

some battery types can be safely recharged from a constant 

voltage source. Other types need to be charged with a 

regulated current source that tapers as the battery reaches fully 

charged voltage. Charging a battery incorrectly can damage a 

battery; in extreme cases, batteries can overheat, catch fire, or 

explosively vent their contents. 
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Connection to Motor Pump  

The connection from battery to motor, there is a switch in 

between them. Switch will transfers power coming from 

battery to pump. If he switch is in on position the circuit will 

close and pass power to the pump, if the switch is in off 

position the circuit opens and the power stop passing to the 

pump. Power produced from solar panel pass through battery 

and comes via switch to the pump to pump the water. By this 

way circuit can make and the circuit of this process is used to 

pump the water in the agriculture. The main purpose of our 

project is to use in the agriculture to pump the water by 

produced energy from the solar panel.[4,5]. 

 

Working Principle  

Tracker Type Selection  

  

Single Axis Tracker  

Single axis trackers have one degree of freedom that acts as an 

axis of rotation. The axis of rotation of single axis trackers is 

typically aligned along a true North meridian. It is possible to 

align them in any cardinal direction with advanced tracking 

algorithms. There are several common implementations of 

single axis trackers. These include horizontal single axis 

trackers, horizontal single axis tracker with tilted modules , 

vertical single axis trackers , tilted single axis trackers and 

polar aligned single axis trackers . The orientation of the 

module with respect to the tracker axis is important when 

modelling performance.  

Dual Axis Tracker  

Dual axis trackers have two degrees of freedom that act as 

axes of rotation. These axes are typically normal to one 

another. The axis that is fixed with respect to the ground can 

be considered a primary axis. The axis that is referenced to the 

primary axis can be considered a secondary axis. There are 

several common implementations of dual axis trackers. They 

are classified by the orientation of their primary axes with 

respect to the ground  

Active Tracker  

Active trackers use motors and gear trains to direct the tracker 

as commanded by a controller responding to the solar 

direction. In order to control and manage the movement of 

these massive structures special slewing drives are designed 

and rigorously tested. The technologies used to direct the 

tracker are constantly evolving and recent developments at 

Google and Energy have included the use of wire-ropes and 

winches to replace some of the more costly and more fragile 

components.  

Passive Tracker  

The most common Passive trackers use a low boiling point 

compressed gas fluid that is driven to one side or the other (by 

solar heat creating gas pressure) to cause the tracker to move 

in response to an imbalance. As this is a non-precision 

orientation it is unsuitable for certain types of concentrating 

photovoltaic collectors but works fine for common PV panel 

types. These will have viscous dampers to prevent excessive 

motion in response to wind gusts. Shader/reflectors are used 

to reflect early morning sunlight to "wake up" the panel and 

tilt it toward the Sun, which can take nearly an hour. The time 

to do this can be greatly reduced by adding a self- releasing tie 

down that positions the panel slightly past the zenith (so that 

the fluid does not have to overcome gravity) and using the tie 

down in the evening. (A slack-pulling spring will prevent 

release in windy overnight conditions)  

A newly emerging type of passive tracker for photovoltaic 

solar panels uses a hologram behind stripes of photovoltaic 

cells so that sunlight passes through the transparent part of the 

module and reflects on the hologram. This allows sunlight to 

hit the cell from behind, thereby increasing the module's 

efficiency. Also, the panel does not have to move since the 

hologram always reflects sunlight from the correct angle 

towards the cells. 

 

Testing Requirements and Methods  

Angular Speed of Solar Panel  

The first requirement that the prototype had to meet is that the 

platform must be able to pivot to the point with the most solar 

light intensity, from any position, in less than 60 seconds. In 

order to meet this requirement, the platform must travel an 

angle of 120° in 60 seconds, which is 2° a second. This 

requirement was tested by measuring the time it took the 

platform to travel from one extreme to the other in a light 

controlled environment (to simulate the rise of the sun when 

the platform is at the sunset position).  

Dual Axis Tracking  

Dual axis trackers have two degrees of freedom that act as 

axes of rotation. These axes are typically normal to one 

another. The axis that is fixed with respect to the ground can 

be considered a primary axis. The axis that is referenced to the 

primary axis can be considered a secondary axis. There are 

several common implementations of dual axis trackers. They 

are classified by the orientation of their primary axes with 

respect to the ground. Two common implementations are tip-

tilt dual axis trackers and azimuth-altitude dual axis trackers. 

The orientation of the module with respect to the tracker axis 

is important when modelling performance. Dual axis trackers 

typically have modules oriented parallel to the secondary axis 

of rotation. Dual axis trackers allow for optimum solar energy 

levels due to their ability to follow the Sun vertically and 

horizontally. No matter where the Sun is in the sky, dual axis 

trackers are able to angle themselves to be in direct contact 

with the Sun.[6]. 

Testing procedure  

Test 1  

1. Put trough/tracker system in desired location outside during 

a sunny day (in the morning)  

2. Position the trough to face the morning sun  
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3. Allow the tracker device to rotate the trough without 

interference  

4. Monitor the sky for clouds  

a. If/when a cloud covers the sun, start a stopwatch  

b. Stop the stopwatch when the cloud fully passed the sun  

c. Record time  

d. Observe whether the tracker sub-system begins to     

operate,  

i. Check for rotation of the wheel  

Ii.Check for movement of secondary fluid through 

the system  

iii. Check for leaks in the tracker system 

e. Observe if the tracker continues to operate until trough is in 

correct position facing the sun. 

Test 2  

1. To be combined with trough tip-over test  

2. Apply force that exceeds the ability of the trough frame to 

stand  

3. Observe after affects  

Test 3  

1. Record the amount of time needed to position the trough in 

the morning (assuming it was used previously and is out of 

position)  

2. Record the amount of time needed to refill the secondary 

fluid system this includes:  

i. Opening up the system  

ii. Pouring in the secondary fluid  

iii. Closing up the system and re-sealing  

Test 4  

Record the amount of time it would take a non-engineering 

student to learn how to use the system with an instruction 

booklet with pictures and minimal words.  

Test 5  

While system is running in Test 1 of this sub-system, observe 

whether the tracking device is able to rotate the trough, check 

ability to rotate every half hour throughout the cycle. 

Test 6  

1. Before testing the system in Test 1:  

a. Set up the trough and tracking device as it would be rotated 

for the morning sun  

b. Force the trough to rotate by turning the worm gear  

i. Rotate the trough about120 degrees (measure with a  

Multi-meter)  

ii. Let go of the worm gear and observe if the trough holds  

position.  

1. If position is not held:  

a. Add weights to the counter balance as needed  

b. Return to previous trough angle and repeat step 1b  

2. If position is held:  

a. Move on to next angle position (repeat step 1b until furthest 

angle is reached)  

3. While system is running in Test 1 of this sub-system:  

a. Observe whether trough holds position without human 

contact in the:  

i. Morning  

ii. Mid-day  

iii. Evening  

Test 7  

1. Using an inclinometer, measure the angle of the trough 

relative to the ground.  

a. Perform this measurement every half hour throughout an 

entire day cycle.  

2. Compare the measured angles to the actual angle of the sun 

in the sky (altitude angle, β)  

Test 8  

1. Measure the volume of secondary fluid that is added to the 

tracking mechanism.  

2. Assuming worth of testing will be needed for several days, 

measure the amount of secondary fluid remaining at the end 

of all testing  

3. Estimate the lifetime of the secondary fluid knowing how 

many days of testing were performed and how much fluid 

remains at the end.  

The required equipment are using for conducting above tests:  

1. Stopwatch  

2. Multi-meter 

 

Experimental Results 
This experiment applies one PV module. There is a variation 

in power generation from solar power since from morning to 

evening. In addition to these environmental factors such as 

dust, clouds etc., may cause different voltages and currents.  

The experimental data is measured in outdoors and using the 

multi meter we did these calculations. When the PV module is 

in the fixed position we took the values from 8:00am to 

4:00pm in same manner values are taken when the tracking 

system is on.  

Specifications for Solar Panel  

Size: 250 x 250 x 17mm  

Output voltage: 12v  

Type: D.C Voltage  

Material: Silicon  

Watts: 5W 

Specifications for Battery  

Voltage: 12V  

Current: 7A  

Cycle use: 14.4-15.0V  

Standby use: 13.5-13.8V  

Efficiency Of Solar Panel  

At full sun there is approximately 1000 W/m2 since of solar 

cell is not a square meter; you have to scale the answer.  

Step-1: Convert the cell area Millimetre square into Meter 

square.  

Step-2: Divide the known wattage by the area meter square  

Step-3: Power calculations  
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Step-1: Area of the solar panel = 0.250*0.250  

= 0.0625m2.  

Step-2: Solar panel wattage=5 Watts  

5/0.0625=80 W/m2  

80/1000=0.08  

0.08*100=8%  

So, the efficiency of the solar panel is 8%  

Step-3: Voltage (v) =12V 

            Current (i) =7A  

            Power = v*i =12*7=84Watts  

 

Readings with Tracking On 

 

S.No. 
Time of the 

Day in Hours 

Voltage 

generated 

in Volts 

Current 

generated 

in mA 

1 08:00 6.67 82.9 

2 09:00 6.46 93.8 

3 10:00 6.30 58.4 

4 11:00 6.37 50.0 

5 12:00 6.47 45.2 

6 13:00 6.25 38.8 

7 14:00 6.21 30.3 

8 15:00 6.10 28.2 

9 16:00 5.95 20.6 

 

Readings with Tracking Off 

 

S.No. 
Time of the 

Day in Hours 

Voltage 

generated 

in Volts 

Current 

generated 

in mA 

1 08:00 6.59 86.9 

2 09:00 6.63 90.8 

3 10:00 6.56 55.5 

4 11:00 6.42 49.6 

5 12:00 6.30 40.7 

6 13:00 5.90 20.7 

7 14:00 5.67 17.4 

8 15:00 5.40 10.6 

9 16:00 5.25 6.4 

 

 
Figure 10: Graph for Tracking On and Tracking Off 

From graph the efficiency with solar manual tracking system 

is 8% higher than fixed system.  

From graph it is known that the manual tracking system is 

more advantages in 1:00pm to 3:00pm and power generation 

is same in peak times.[7]. 

 

CONCLUSION  

This project presents a solar manual tracking power 

generation system the tracking control based on the man 

power. Setup on the manual solar tracking system, power 

which is obtained by solar tracking is utilized for agro 

purposes. The proposed solar tracking power generation 

system can track the sunlight manually. Thus the efficiency of 

the solar generation can be increased. Experimental has been 

carried out carefully. The result shows that higher generating 

power efficiency is indeed achieved using the solar tracking 

system. The proposed method is verified to be highly 

beneficial for the solar power generation.  

When tracking off, the voltage drop is more than the voltage 

of tracking on. From morning to evening the time increases 

and the voltage and current decreases. The power produced by 

tracking off is less than the power produced by tracking on. 

We can produce more power by tracking the sun with solar 

tracker. 
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